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Abstract 
There are two main issues, high cost and interrupt response delay for current PACs 

(programmable automation controllers) which are using high frequency single-chip microprocessors and 
commercial RTOS (real-time operating system) working by switching the tasks and interrupts. To solve 
these problems, a new low-cost multi-core heterogeneous PAC structure was proposed. Based on the 
traditional front-end of interrupt service without interrupt switching delay and the division & deployment of 
multi real-time tasks. We implemented a new programming language Engineer C including its syntax, 
compiler and an integrated development environment, which can dynamically divide the multi tasks and 
deploy the division to single low-cost microcontroller, then built the hardware prototype, which consists of 
a digital signal board, an analog signal board and a motion control board, every board has its 
microcontroller and communicates each other by an enhanced SPI bus. Testing results show the 
hardware prototype and IDE can be provided as a low-cost PAC solution for construction machine. 
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1. Introduction 
As the new generation of the industrial controllers, the programmable automation 

controller (PAC) is the core of the industrial automation platform. At present, the NI LabVIEW 
integrated development environment and its advanced PAC System–CompactRIO are the 
leading products in the PAC field [1]. In contrast, Chinese manufacturers have introduced PAC 
products, but most of them are based on the PLC model (such as Codesys, Isgraf, KW) or use 
WinCE, VxWorks and other foreign development system as the platform. In the case that the 
hardware IC manufacturers are increasingly inclined to provide a complete solution, the 
difficulty of hardware design is gradually reduced. Due to the lack of independent “PAC 
integrated development environment”–centered hardware and software development platform, 
the Chinese PAC manufacturers are still in the stage of fighting in hardware and price, can’t 
provide more added knowledge value as NI or other products. With the development of the 
PAC, PAC platform mode for a particular purpose stands out from the initial generic PAC 
modes [2]. The lack of independent PAC integrated development platform has become a 
bottleneck restricting the development of Chinese PAC. 

The embedded operating system (OS)-based PAC inevitably needs to process 
interrupts and switch time frequently. If a stack overflow or other circumstances happened, 
unpredictable errors would occur. And in low-cost occasions, single microcontroller (MCU) is 
widely used to complete the system development [3]. To this end, using a front-end mode 
based on the division of tasks for multi-microcontroller, we proposed a multi-core 
heterogeneous programmable automation controller system which has completely independent 
intellectual property rights. This system consists of a programming and debugging integrated 
development environment (IDE) for the multi-microcontroller, and an IDE-supported PAC 
system’s hardware architecture in which the multi-MCU can be master-slave switched and 
flexibly configured. 
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2. Design of the Intergrated Development Enviroment 
First of all, compared the characteristics of current mainstream programming 

languages, based on the core researching thought of "easy to use, practical to use, and 
sufficient to use”, we independently designed Engineer C language, which is based on C 
language, combined with the characteristics of C + + / C #, simplified the syntax rules and 
improved the programming usability [4]. Then, we designed an ordinary text input environment 
and a graphical input environment. In order to make users without programming experience to 
use, an interactive automatic code generating system was designed. Finally, in order to 
facilitate the user to manage codes, we also set up a document automatic generating system. 
 
2.1. Ordinary Text Input Environment 

The following figure is the text input environment being constructed. From the figure, 
we can see that the Engineer C language has the same grammatical features with the 
commonly used high level programming languages. The text input environment implemented 
some functions which are not supported in Keil uVision such as variable tips, member hints, 
indent of code block, and so on [5]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Screenshot of Engineer C integrated development environment 
 
 

2.2. Graphical Input Environment 
 The several international widely used pieces of software have the function of graphical 

input, such as Matlab/Simulink, Labview, etc, and the graphical input mode is good enough to 
decrease the using difficulty for the users. In view of this, we also designed a graphical input 
environment of flow chart model [6, 7], as shown in the figure below: 

 
 

   
 

Figure 2. Engineer C Flow Chat Input Mode 
 

 
2.3. Interactive Code Automatic Generating 

 Taking "Easy to use" as the central design idea, combined with the actual situation 
that the novices lack programming abilities, in order to facilitate the users to use, the IDE 
integrated an interactive code automatic generating system. This system can analyze the 
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information submitted by users, and automatically converts it into Engineer C codes. Combined 
with the above flow chart input mode, a simple system can be constructed without writing one 
line of codes. Overall, the system consists of two parts: (1) Using the interactive prompt mode, 
the system gets code parameters from specific input forms, and then automatically generates 
Engineer C codes; (2) Setting for the useful hardware modules: the entire software system 
services for hardware, it is not easy for the beginners to master the large amount of hardware 
functions quickly. To this end, hardware modules setup guiding program was designed. As 
long as the user determines which functions to be used and completed the setting of the 
modules’ parameters, Engineer C codes will be easily attained. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Engineer C Automatic Code Generating System 
 
 
2.4. Document Automatic Generating 

For the situation that writing software document is a heavy workload, in order to 
facilitate the users to use, a software document automatic generating system was designed. 
This system can automatically extract the comments from the code lines in the text, combining 
with the analysis of the user’s program, to generate the diagram of calling relationships 
between functions [8], as shown in Figure 4. Meanwhile, a function annotation generating 
system was provided. In this system, a text file will be generated as the output to form the 
user’s software document. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. User’s Software Document Automatic Generating System 

 
 
3. Design of the Hardware Modules 

The hardware part of this multi-core heterogeneous programmable automation 
controller system is mainly composed of six parts of a base board, three pieces of mother 
board, five pieces of son board, a diagnosis module, a synchronous debugger and an 
enhanced SPI bus. Among them, the base board contains power-supply facilities, 
communication devices and synchronous debugger buses, etc. The three pieces of mother 
board are analog signal motherboard, digital signal motherboard and motion control 
motherboard. They are connected to each other through the custom enhanced SPI bus and 
installed on the base board by pins. The diagnosis module is a level signal collecting circuit for 
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the logic analyzer. One of its ends is connected to the three pieces of mother board to realize 
the level signal collecting for the mother boards, and the other end is connected to a PC to 
achieve the analysis for the acquired level signal. The five pieces of son board include: DAC 
interface extended circuit, ADC interface extended circuit, I/O interface extended circuit, 
stepper motor controlling interface extended circuit and encoder interface extended circuit. 
They are installed on the respective mother board, to extend the functions of the three pieces 
of mother board. The two ends of the synchronous debugger are respectively connected to a 
PC and the three pieces of mother board, used to achieve the synchronous debugging for the 
motherboards [9, 10]. 

 

 
Figure 5. The Connection Diagram of the System’s Hardware Modules 

 
 
3.1. Mother Boards 

Each motherboard has its own function modules and separate commutation modules: 
distributed control-supported field bus-CAN, RS485 interface, USB serial bus, downloading 
and debugging interface-JTAG, asynchronous communication-used universal serial data bus-
UART and SPI bus interface, and so on. These modules can ensure the independent and 
asynchronous work of each motherboard. The three pieces of motherboard have the same 
level and they achieve the master-slave switch of interrupt response mode by the custom 
enhanced SPI bus. At any time in the running process, only one piece of mother board can be 
the master and the others should be slaves.  

The three pieces of motherboard can be run separately and also can be combined to 
accomplish complex applications when needed. The analog signal motherboard is used to 
convert the collected digital signal to analog voltage signal by DAC and then convert the output 
of 0 to 2.5V voltages to ±10V through the backward channel circuit, used in the analog control 
for the servo motor. The DAC interface extended circuit and the ADC interface extended circuit 
are connected to the analog signal motherboard. The digital signal motherboard is used for the 
input and output of the controller’s switching values. The I/O interface extended circuit is 
connected to the digital signal motherboard. The motion control board is used to control the 
stepper motor and used for the input of the special signals (origin signal, positive limit, negative 
spacing, etc.). The stepper motor controlling interface extended circuit and encoder interface 
extended circuit are connected to the motion control motherboard. 
 
3.2. The Diagnosis Module and Synchronous Debugger 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

   Figure 6. (a) The three pieces of mother board; (b) The synchronous debugger 
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The diagnosis module is a level signal collecting circuit for the logic analyzer, used to 
collect the level signal for the three pieces of motherboard, then analyzing and showing the 
collected level signal on the PC. The synchronous debugger and the three pieces of 
motherboard constitute a self-organizing reconstruction system, which can well ensure the 
reconfigurability and programmability of this multi-core heterogeneous programmable 
automation controller. 
 
3.3. The Enhanced SPI Bus 

The custom enhanced SPI bus includes 12 signal lines, which are data lines and clock 
lines (SPI_SCK, SPI_MISO and SPI_MOSI), chip-selecting signal lines (NSS0, NSS1, NSS2, 
NSS3 and SPI_NSS) and interrupt signal lines (IT0, IT1, IT2 and IT3), and up to four MCUs’ 
synchronous communication can be supported. Among them, the data and clock lines are 
used for data transmitting among the host and the slaves, the ship-selected lines are used for 
the host to select target slaves and the interrupt signal lines are used to send interrupt signal 
from the slaves to the host, so as to interrupt the signal of the host and set itself to be the host 
and the others to be the slaves. This custom enhanced SPI bus can achieve the responding 
connection of interrupt mode among the host and slaves. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
The multi-core heterogeneous programmable automation controller put forward in this 

paper, using a front-end mode based on the division of tasks for multi-CPU mode, can 
effectively solve the problems of heavier system load, poorer real-time responding ability for 
multi tasks and relatively lower processing efficiency, which exist in the traditional 
programmable automation controller system based on embedded operating system. The 
Engineer C integrated development environment provided a programming language of easy 
learning and use and set up the modules of text input programming, graphical programming, 
code automatic generating and software document automatic generating, etc. It provided an 
efficient way for the developing and debugging for the multi-core heterogeneous system. 
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